
involved in, was erroneous. Moreover, as Waker Lipp _ a



meena pointed ¢ eet m ie pereepeve review af the hook, one for each of the hours of the day. He filled in the , ' 
the mistakes always followed the ances’ ‘ae drame they notebooks with what interviews he could obtain in the . | 
tended fo he fictions whic. bei wet fs ma. The face of the Kennedy embargo, and the other material © I 

‘ : he assiduously collected. The task took two years. The A 
final product is a remarkably clear hour-by-hour de. 4 
scription of the events, or at least those that are reported F 

¥ 
by the Warren Commission. 

The underlying assumption of the book is that the. 
Warren Commission's investigation wae sufhciently ; 
thorough to assure that all the relevant evidence had — 
been uncovered. | for one cannot share Bishop's can- 
fidence in the Commission's work. | found its investi: ©. 
gation had been severely constrained both by bureag- 
cratic pressures exerted from within and by Hmits of =~ 
time imposed from without and, at certain crucis 
points, was fittle more than an exercise in the clarifica- 
tion of superficial evidence. Consider, for example, the 

. source was the twenty-six woh pice 



‘  @igcht-msillimeter film taken by an amateur photographer 
ol. Stich shows the fatal shot exploding the President's 
-* jhead. Since the Warren Commission had evidence that 
_.:. §etne of the shots were fred from behind the President, 
: 9& assumed this shot also was fired from the rear. No 

are heiage 9 was made by the Commission to » determine, by 

* cond of fle i in great detail, cad annucs in bie book, 
Sis Seconds in Dalias, that the film reveals thse the 

. trucial | questions s about the evidence that were not satig- 

ae) é Furthermore the X-ray and 1 autopsy 
> “which are the most basic evidence in the case, remain 
sequestered and unexamined. After the autopsy was 
<: performed in Bethesda on the evening of November 22 

the * oe were r turned over te a representative 

fay at ‘Wesves Comm have te ie ric ¢ 
bout the e validity of the autopey finding 

- “only 2 analyzed by medical experts, and this may » not be 
. - before 1971. Until then, seestions will temain about 

which they care. a 
. Although Bishop provides no answers to these vexing 

-. <fueations, he succeeds in what he set out te de— to 
, teconstruct the tragedy of November 22 from the knows 
~, facts. The narrative is clear, fast-paced, and extremely 
 peadable (in other words, it is unhindered by analysis, 

on _, evaluation of evidence, or tentative constructions). Ad. 
cee F mirers %. of Bishop's previous books will no doubt find 

event. Unfortunately, reality ba has a a more ot 


